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participants responding with the foot, RTs were slower when
the listened action expressed a foot-related action as
compared to those expressing a hand-related action (392
vs. 376 ms). As a whole, responses given with the hand
were faster than those given with the foot (311 vs. 384 ms),
although this difference did not reach the level of sig-
nificance (P = 0.15).

4. Discussion

The main finding of the present study was a clear
modulation of the activity of the motor system during
listening to sentences expressing foot/leg and hand/arm
actions. This modulation was specific for the effector
involved in the listened-to action. Listening to hand-
action-related sentences induced a decrease of MEP
amplitude recorded from hand muscles. Similarly, listening
to foot-action-related sentences induced a decrease of MEP
amplitude recorded from foot muscles. Listening to abstract
content sentences led to results which did not differ from
those obtained during listening to action-related sentences
involving an effector different from the one motorically
represented in the stimulated area.

Coherently with these findings, the behavioral data
showed that RTs were slower when participants responded
with the same effector that was involved in the listened
action. Taken together, these data strongly support the
notion that the processing of language material modulates,
at least for sentences expressing a motor content, the activity
of the motor system and that this modulation specifically
concerns those sectors of the motor system where the
effector involved in the processed sentence is motorically
represented.

These results are in keeping with recent findings from
brain imaging studies. In an event-related fMRI study,
during silent reading of words referring to face, arm, or leg
actions, activation of different sectors of the premotor–

Fig. 3. Mean reaction times (plus SE) expressed in milliseconds when either

the hand or the foot was used as effector to give the response, during

listening to hand- and foot-action-related sentences.

Fig. 2. Typical modulation of MEPs recorded from a hand muscle (opponens pollicis) and a foot muscle (tibialis anterior), respectively, during listening to each

type of sentences (hand- and foot-action-related sentences and abstract content sentences) in one of the participants.
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Semantic processing

• Sensorimotor cortex is involved in language 
comprehension and language translation

• Motor system is regulated by processing of 
action related phrases

different activation patterns were obtained. Already in the early
analysis window, only idioms that include leg words led to
spreading of activity to leg areas in dorsocentral cortex
compared with the baseline (right hemisphere [RH]: 10 –24
60, t(17) = 7.1; left hemisphere [LH]: –22 –26 60, t(17) = 5.3).
This effect seemed even more pronounced in the late window
(LH: –18 –28 72, t(17) = 7.19; RH: 22 –26 70, t(17) = 9; LH: –12 –

20 72, t(17) = 7.71; RH: 20 –12 68, t(17) = 8.59). A 4-way
ANOVA (Time-Window 3 ROI 3 Idiomaticity 3 Body Part)
including the 2 ROIs selected from the motor localizer
experiment (‘‘motor localizer ROI analysis,’’ see Imaging
Methods) revealed a significant interaction between Time-
Window, ROI, and Body Part (F1,17 = 7.6, P = 0.013). This
establishes that cortical activity in motor areas was modulated
by the body part relationship of words included in the
sentences differently for the 2 time-windows.

To analyze this triple interaction, activity in finger and foot
areas was examined separately for early and late analysis
windows (see Imaging Methods). Whereas the early analysis
window failed to show any ROI 3 Body Part interaction, the late
window revealed a significant interaction of these 2 factors
(F1,17 = 7.42, P = 0.014). This result shows that sentences
including leg-related action words elicited stronger activity in

the left foot dorsal area, whereas arm-related sentences
recruited more strongly the left finger lateral area. Note that
there was overlap, but not absolute congruency, between
movement and action-sentence-related focal activations in the
motor system, an observation which is in very good agreement
with previous work on single action words (Hauk et al. 2004;
Kemmerer et al. 2007) where also overlap, but not exact
congruency, between the brain loci processing movements and
action-related language was found (Hauk et al. 2004 reported
the highest t-value to arm words at z = 48 mm but that for
finger movements at z = 60 mm, 12 mm dorsal to it). A
significant ROI 3 Idiomaticity interaction (F1,17 = 7.99, P =
0.012) finally documented that idioms produced greater
activation than literal sentences particularly in the left foot
dorsal area. Note again that the ROIs from the motor localizer
were however located in the postcentral cortex, possibly due
to somatosensory self-stimulation during movement execution
(for discussion, see also Hauk et al. 2004).

To further examine semantic somatotopy to arm- and leg-
related sentences, we carried out an additional analysis for both
analysis windows in regions along the motor strip (‘‘motor strip
ROI analysis,’’ see Imaging Methods). A 4-way ANOVA (Time-
Window 3 Dorsality 3 Idiomaticity 3 Body Part) showed

Figure 3. Cortical activation during silent reading of (a) idioms and (b) literal sentences (P\ 0.001, uncorrected), compared with the baseline (hash-marks strings), in the early
(top panel) and late analysis windows (bottom panel). Results are rendered on a standard brain surface. Specific activations for the direct contrast between idioms and literal
sentences are reported for both windows in (c). The inset in (c) highlights the specific activation observed in the right cerebellum for idioms, compared with literal sentences, in
the late window (bottom panel).
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“he marched on the place”

“he liked the apple”

“Mary grasped the idea”



Embodiment of actions

• Sensorimotor functions help to structure 
thoughts about actions by simulation of this 
processes

mirror for actions

mirror for words

concepts

apple

Recognize

Hear/See

Perceive

WM

LTM

LTM

Act

Say/Sign

WM

LTM : low term memory
WM : working memory

M. Arbib, APHASIOLOGY, 2006, 20 (9/10/11), 1125–1155



• Investigate the dynamics of EEG oscillations 
during comprehension of a foreign language

• Search for possible event-related (de)
synchronization of the sensorimotor 
rhythms related to speed simulation

Aim

The truck was passed  
by a faster car

ERS



• Reading and comprehension task in L2 
(foreign language)

• Texts contained actions described in 3 
different speeds

• neutral, slow and fast, plus a control condition (no actions) 

Experiment
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* order was randomized, except for control condition



Text example
It was a cold morning but the sun was shining. Tom was waiting for the next bus, as a man in a red hat strolled 
passed with his dog, and a weary cat went slouching. Tom drifted off of the pavement and onto de bus. He 
looked out of the window as the bus trudged off and overtook the man in the hat sitting with his dog in the 
nearby park. Tom noticed a milk car rambling across the road, and a walker following lazily behind. The ticket 
inspector was crawling up and down the bus, looking annoyed with his job. Tom realized the next stop was his, 
and edged towards the front of the bus very slowly. As he slumped off the bus, he accepted that today was 
going to be a fairly quiet day.  

It was a cold morning but the sun was shining. Tom was walking for the next bus, as a man in a red hat traveled 
passed with his dog, and a brownish cat went passing by. Tom stepped off of the pavement and onto de bus. He 
looked out of the window as the bus drove off and overtook the man in the hat wandering with his dog in the 
nearby park. Tom noticed a hire van moving across the road, and a jogger following casually behind. The ticket 
inspector was moving up and down the bus, looking annoyed with his job. Tom realized the next stop was his, 
and headed towards the front of the bus very easily. As he got off the bus, he accepted that today was going to 
be a fairly average day.  

It was a cold morning but the sun was shining. Tom was running for the next bus, as a man in a red hat raced 
passed with his dog, and a lively cat went dashing. Tom jumped off of the pavement and onto de bus. He looked 
out of the window as the bus zoomed off and overtook the man in the hat sprinting with his dog in the nearby 
park. Tom noticed a sports car speeding across the road, and a cyclist following rapidly behind. The ticket 
inspector was rushing up and down the bus, looking annoyed with his job. Tom realized the next stop was his, 
and dashed towards the front of the bus very promptly. As he leaped off the bus, he accepted that today was 
going to be a fairly busy day.  

slow

neutral

fast

adapted from Conell et. al. 2007 
Proceedings of the 2nd European Cognitive Science Conf.



Methods
• Participants: 9 professional English-Norwegian 

translators 

• Signals: 2 EEG bipolar channels over C3 and C4 
electrode positions 

• Analysis: 

• Event-related (de)synchronization 

theta, mu and beta rhythms

• ANOVA for repeated measurements (SPEED x CHANNEL)

Figure 2: Timing scheme of the paradigm.

left hand, right hand, foot or tongue) appeared and stayed on the screen for
1.25 s. This prompted the subjects to perform the desired motor imagery
task. No feedback was provided. The subjects were ask to carry out the
motor imagery task until the fixation cross disappeared from the screen at
t = 6 s. A short break followed where the screen was black again. The
paradigm is illustrated in Figure 2.

Data recording

Twenty two Ag/AgCl electrodes (with inter-electrode distances of 3.5 cm)
were used to record the EEG; the montage is shown in Figure 3 left. All
signals were recorded monopolarly with the left mastoid serving as reference
and the right mastoid as ground. The signals were sampled with 250Hz and
bandpass-filtered between 0.5Hz and 100Hz. The sensitivity of the amplifier
was set to 100 µV. An additional 50 Hz notch filter was enabled to suppress
line noise.

Figure 3: Left: Electrode montage corresponding to the international 10-20
system. Right: Electrode montage of the three monopolar EOG channels.

In addition to the 22 EEG channels, 3 monopolar EOG channels were
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Results

• ERS (increase of power) in the mu band 
between  slow and fast speeds and the 
control

control slow fastneutral
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-1
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ERD



Results

• ERS in the beta band between the slow 
speed and the control condition

control slow fastneutral

0

1

-1

ERS

ERD



Results

• Marginal significant (p = 0.07) differences 
between channels

C3 C4
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Discussion

• Limitations due to the number of channels 
and the type of text are present

• Speed simulation was proved to occur with a 
behavioral study (Eye tracking data analysis from 
this experiment)

• Duration (due to speed) was not significant
Fougner Rydning & Janyan. 
2008. Forum 6:1. 59-74.



Discussion

• Mu and beta band are related to the neural 
networks from the motor cortex and thus 
affected by the embodiment of actions

• Different speeds did not elicited different 
responses on the EEG



Discussion

• Motor action effectively affected the mu 
band

• Differences in channels, i.e. hemispheres, 
are most likely due to language processing



Conclusions

• The EEG power (mu band) is affected by 
inclusion of text describing motor actions

• No differences between speeds were found

• Comparisons with a group of bilinguals 
with less developed translation skills are 
interesting 
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